Organize and Increase Visibility of Your Research

**Create an organizational structure** for all of your projects

**Track activities** on your project’s documents across your research team

**Establish granular-level sharing and access** to project materials for all collaborators – internal and external

**Provide searchability** for all documents and data related to your project

**Archive** project components, files and data

**Access your research** documents across multiple platforms and devices

**Be prepared to meet public access requirements** of funding agencies

**Connect 3rd Party Tools and Services**

**Make use of additional metrics** beyond citations.

---

**OSF Institutions** is a free scholarly web tool that enhances transparency, fosters collaboration, and increases the visibility of research outputs at the institutional level. The Center for Open Science partners with research institutions to create central hubs for research projects on a branded, dedicated OSF page.

[https://osf.uc.edu](https://osf.uc.edu)

Email Questions to ASKDATA@UC.EDU
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How to have Impact

• Good Documentation -
  • Box, Electronic Lab Notebooks – LabArchives, OSF
• Share the Results - Publishing
  • Open Access Journals / Altmetrics
  • Repositories – Scholar@UC
• Share the Data/Code –
  • Scholar@UC, Github
• Share the Process –
  • LabArchives, OSF
• Share your Scientific and Scholarly Accomplishments –
  • DOI’s, ORCID, Scholar@UC, Impactstory